Ideias e Críticas
Burning Socrates’ School down
with Aristophanes: Learning
and teaching under Clouds
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Abstract

In CloudsŁFÜÒłÁ¨žÎ¯Ò×ÁÌ¼Òį\ÁÎ×ÒÌÌÎÒÒÒÁÌ¯Ò×ÒÁÁµÁæ¼Îį
the Phrontisterion (‘thinkery’), in which he hosts students of all ages, in orÎ×Á××»¼Á×Á¼µìÌ¯µÁÒÁÌìįµ¯×Î×ÜÎįÌìÒ¯ÒÜ×µÒÁ÷¨×¯å
sophistic techniques. In Clouds opposed ideas can be found like the aims of
¯Ò×ÁÎ¯µ\ÁÎ×ÒōÜ×¯Á¼µ»×ÁįÁ»¯¼æ¯×\ÁÌ¯Ò×Òō»ÁÎ¼
Á¼ÒĮžÎ¯Ò×ÁÌ¼ÒìÜÒ¯¼©ÒÌ¯õÜ×¯Á¼µ×¼¯ÍÜÒįÌÁ¯¼×ÒÁÜ××
educational contrasts and disagreements (Just Cause Vs Unjust Cause) and
highlights the chasm between the empty theoretical discourse of young intellectuals and the real educational practical needs (learning skills, practical
adjustment etc.). In this comedy, Aristophanes deals with many educational
issues, which are common in every culture. What is his goal, however, when
ÌÌÎÒæ¯××\ÁÎ×¯»×ÁÁ¨µÎ¼¯¼©¼×¯¼©ŁÜÒÁ¨¯¼¯×¯tion vocabulary and terminology, ‘borrowings’ from the philosophic activity
××a¯¼³Îìĵłp×Î×¼õ×Ò¨ÁÎ¼ÌÌÎ¼×¯Ò×Ü¼××žÎ¯Ò×ÁÌ¼Òō
\ÁÎ×Ò¼æ×¯Ò×ÌÜÎÌÁÒÁ¨×Î¯×¯µå¯æÁ¨žÎ¯Ò×ÁÌ¼ÒÜtional system of his time?
<ìæÁÎÒĭžÎ¯Ò×ÁÌ¼ÒįV¯µÁÒÁÌìÁ¨Ü×¯Á¼į\ÁÎ×ÒįÎ»×ÜÎ©ìį
Theory of Education, teaching terminology, Comedy.
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Resumo

µAs NuvensŮÇªËÐ¼¢}¶ËğZ¼Ç}ÐËªÇÇ»µÅ»µ»ÓµË»ǝËÐ}ÅÇ»ÅÇªÐ~Çª»Óµ
ËÐ}¯ªµ¶Ð»¶Ëª¶»ğ»*Ç»¶ÐªËÐǪÇª»ıT¶Ë}Ð¼Çª»Ĳğ»¶¯ÇËÐÓ}¶ÐË
Ð»}Ë}Ëª}Ëğ»µ»»«ÐªÜ»¶Ëª¶}Ç}¯Ë¶»}Å¶}Ëǝ¯»Ë»ǝ}ğ¯ªÐÇ}ÐÓÇ}¢ǋËª}ğµ}ËÐ}µǪµÐǪ¶ª}ËË»¢ǋËÐª}Ë¢ÐªÜ}ËĞµŮËDÓÜ¶Ëğªª}Ë»Å»ËÐ}ËÅ»µËÇ
¶»¶ÐÇ}}Ë»µ»}ËµÐ}Ë»µǪÐ»»Ó}ª»¶}¯»Z¼Ç}ÐË¨ªËÐ¼Çª»»µª¶}}Ë
»µ}Ë»Ëµ»Ç¶»ËË»ǝËÐ}ËĞŮÇªËÐ¼¢}¶ËğÜ}¯¶»ĵËÐǪ¶ª}ËÓ}ª»¶}ªËËÅǋǝ}Ëğ¶¢}Ðªè}»¶ËÐÇ}ËÐËªË»Ç¶ª}Ëı}ÓË}2ÓËÐ}s}ÓË}1¶«ÓËÐ}ĲğËÓ¯ª¶¨}
}ªËÐ¶ª}¶Ð»ªËÓÇË»Ð¼Çª»Ü}èª»«»Ü¶Ëª¶Ð¯ÐÓ}ªË}Ë¶ËËª}ËÅÇ~Ðª}ËÇ}ªË¶}Ó}»ı¨}ª¯ª}Ëª¶ÐÇÅÇÐ}ÐªÜ}Ëğ}«ÓËÐËÅÇ~Ðª»ËğÐĞĲĞDËÐ}»µǪª}ğŮÇªËÐ¼¢}¶Ë¯ª}»µªÜÇË»ËÐµ}ËÓ}ª»¶}ªËğ»ËÆÓ}ªËË»¶»¶ÐÇ}»Ëµ
ªÜÇË}ËÓ¯ÐÓÇ}ËĞUÓ}¯Ǫ»»«ÐªÜ»Z¼Ç}ÐËğ¶Ð»ğÆÓ}¶»¯ÅÇ¢»Çµ}»µǪÐ»»
Ë»Ç~Ðª»»µÅÇ¶Ë»¶Ëª¶»ıÓË»Ü»}Ó¯~Çª»ª¶ªª}ÄËÇ¯ª£ª»Ë}ËğµÅÇǪËÐªµ»Ë}}ÐªÜª}ǝ¯»Ë¼ǝ}¶»T¶Ë}Ð¼Çª»ĲĥUÓ}ªËË»»Ë¶¢ǋª»ËÅ}Ç}}ÅÇ¶ªè
¶ËËZ¼Ç}ÐË}ÅÇË¶Ð}»Å»ÇŮÇªËÐ¼¢}¶ËÆÓ}¯»»«ÐªÜ»}ÇÜªË»ÆÓŮÇªËÐ¼¢}¶Ë
¢}è»ËªËÐµ}Ó}ª»¶}¯ËÓÐµÅ»ĥ
T}¯}ÜÇ}Ëĵ¨}ÜĝŮÇªËÐ¼¢}¶Ëğ*ª¯»Ë»ǝ}}Ó}»ğZ¼Ç}ÐËğÇ}µ}ÐÓÇ£ª}ğ_»Çª}
}Ó}»ğ_Çµª¶»¯»£ª}¶Ëª¶»ŮÅÇ¶ªè}£µğ»µǪª}Ğ
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In Clouds, which was performed in 423 B.C., Aristophanes, amongst others,
µÒæ¯××¯ÒÒÜÁ¨×¯¼©¼µÎ¼¯¼©įÁ»¯¼¯¼©µ»¼×ÒÁ¨\ÁÎ×¯
V¯µÁÒÁÌìæ¯×Á¼ÒÁ¨×Î×Á¨\ÁÌ¯Ò×ÒįÎÒÁ¼¼×ÜÎ¯¼©žÎ¯Ò×ÁÌ¼Òō
µ¯å¯¼©ìÎÒŁąĆāŅĄĉĆĮĮłĮ2¼×¯ÒÁ»ìįžÎ¯Ò×ÁÌ¼Òō\ÁÎ×Ò¼Ò¼
teaching physics, language, rhetoric, philosophy, etc., neither at Agora nor at
the riverside of Ilissos, but in a building that resembles a school or a conference place which it is called “Thinkery” (the original greek term is ĻT¨Ç»¶ÐªËÐÇª»¶Ľ).
This is the summarized plot of Clouds, in which the aristophanic learning
¼×¯¼©×¼¯ÍÜÒÁ¨\ÁÎ×ÒÎ¯¼×ÎÌÁµ×ĭ
\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò¯Ò¼Á×ÌµÁ¨Ìì¯¼©××ÒıDÓĞòùĲ created by his prodigal son, Phidippides, who has spent all of his paternal fortune in horse breeding, which was an aristocratic habit. Being desperate, he decides to go and
¼ÌÌÎ¼×¯×ŁÒÁÌ¯Ò×¯łÒÁÁµÁ¨\ÁÎ×Òį×Ŋa¯¼³ÎìŌĮaÜÒįæ¯×
the aid of the art of rhetoric, he would be capable of deceiving his creditors
and the judges. In this way, he persuades his son to join the “Thinkery” instead of him, because he is uneducated. The result of that, though, is comple×µì¯÷¨Î¼×ĭ¼Á×Á¼µìÁÒ¼Á××ÒÁ¼Îµ¯å¯Ò¨×Î¨ÎÁ»¯Ò×ÒįÜ×
µÒÁ×Î×Ò¯»å¯Áµ¼×µì¼¯ÎÎåÎ¼×µìĮå¼×Üµµìį\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò¼¯Ò
ÒµåÒÜÎ¼¼Ò×ÎÁì×Ŋa¯¼³ÎìŌæ¯µëÌµµ¯¼©\ÁÎ×Ò¨ÎÁ»¯×į¯¼Ò×Á¨¼ÜÒÌ¯¯ÁÜÒ¼¯¼©Į\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò¯Ò¼Á×Á¼µì¨Î»ÎŁÒ¯¼Á×Î
Aristophanes’ works such as Dikaiopolis [in The Acharnians], Trygaeus [in
Peace], Chremylus [in Plutus]), but also rough, raw and boorish. Thus, by
×Îì¯¼©×Á±Á¯¼\ÁÎ×Òį×»ÁÒ×¯»ÌÁÎ×¼×Ì¯µÁÒÁÌÎÁ¨×¼¯¼×æÁÎµį
predispose us about the following gags.
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If someone, though, secludes the comedy issue in Clouds, is it possible for
a literary work to provide us (enough) information about the educational system or the principal ideas of a historic society? Rumor has it that Dionysius,
××ìÎ¼×Á¨\ìÎÜÒįÒÁ»×¯»Ò³Vµ×ÁÁÜ×µ¯¨¯¼ž×¼ÒĮVµ×ÁÎÒponded by sending to him comedies of Aristophanes, urging him to answer
his questions by studying these works: ĺŮ¶Ð¨ãË}ãÐ¨}ÐÝ¨¶ª»¶ãËªÓËÐ¨ÐãÇ}¶Ð
Ý}¶ÐÐ»¯}Ç¶}»ÓÐÐ¨Å»¯ªÐã»¢Ð¨ŮÐ¨¶ª}¶ËğT¯}Ð»Ë¶Ð¨ªµÐ¨Å»ÐÇã»¢ŮÇĞįÐ¨
}ÓË}Ðª»¶}£}ª¶ËÐZ»Ç}ÐËª¶¯»ÓËİ}¶}ÜªË¨ªµÐ»ËÐÓãÐ¨Å¯}ãËª¢¨Ý»Ó¯
¯}Ç¶Ð¨ªÇÅ»¯ªÐãļ(<K\aXuuo222įąćŅĊłĮŊ¯Á¼ìÒ¯ÜÒÒ¯»Ìµì×Áõ¼æÎ
reality ends and where the comedy or the truth starts”, according to Ehrenberg
(1962: 39), who tried to follow the advice of Plato during the searching of recomposing the “atmosphere” existing for the citizens of ancient Athens.
In the incident above, although the editors skip the comment: “the accuÒ×¯Á¼©¯¼Ò×\ÁÎ×Ò¯¼×µÁÜÒŌŁݯӫԪӤӡӘӫԉьӰӡӨӹӫӦӬөԚӤчӜӭӺӢӘӠөӡӘӫӞӚӦӨӱӘӤ”,
see: <K\aX XXVIII: 46-9), it is really weird if and how Plato would send to
Dionysius a theatrical play (Cloudsłįæ¯Ü»¯µ¯×Ò¯Ò»¼×ÁÎį\ÁÎ×Òį
and which later was used — one way or another — in order to condemn the
greatest philosopher of the ancient world. According to ‘Vitae of Aristophanes’
(Koster XXIXa; XXIIb; XXXIII 2), his goal was to answer the questions of
Dionysius, giving him an edition of many literature works and, in particular,
theatrical ones. It is a reasonable question if nowadays someone would act
in the same way by recommending the complete works of a famous poet or
literature of the 21st century. It is obvious, though, that the educational system in Athens during the Plato years urged to the study of poetic works; even
the study of dramatic poetry or Comediography1. This is the reason why the
literature works usually indicate — if not represent — the structure of the
society they refer to (see \ž*KX, 2003; <0ž+2ž\ 2005, 2016).

 /LQJXLVWLFWHUPLQRORJ\DQGDLPVRIHGXFDWLRQLQ&ORXGV

Eventhough it is a comedy, Aristophanes chooses to use terms (see: BYL, 1990;
DOVER, 1993) that would sound “technical” to the audience of Athens. This
¯Ò¼Á×ÒÌ¯õŊÒ¯¼×¯õŌ×Î»¯¼ÁµÁ©ì¯¼×æì××æµµ¯×¼ÁæìÒį
but a ¯»}¶Ý»Ç××Î¯åÒ¨ÎÁ»×VÎÒÁÎ×¯Ì¯µÁÒÁÌ¯ŅÒ¯¼×¯õ¼
poetic achievements and especially those of Anaxagoras school (BAXTER,
1992:127-130; FUNGHI, 1997: 33-4; JANKO, 1997: 80 ݦin: WILLI, 2006).
2×¼Ò¼å¼¨ÎÁ»×FÜĮĉĉ¨ÁÎ×õÎÒ××¯»\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒōÒÜ©©Òtion about the way that his son, Phidippides, thinks: ĺV¢»Çµã»ÓÇ¨}ªÐË}ËÆÓª¯ã}ËÅ»ËËª¯ğ}¶£»}¶¯}Ç¶Ý¨}Ð1}ÜªËļ. [ԞӡӪӫӨӜӯӦӤդөӫӹӮӠӪӫӘӫӦ՛өӪӘӬӫӦ՝
ӫӨӷӧӦӬөܔ܈ӡӘՁӣӹӤӟӘӤܸԚӢӟիӤԆӤԚӚիӧӘӨӘӠӤӺӪӰ’ó]. Apart from the imperative ‘learn
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(‘ӣӹӤӟӘӤӜ’), encouragement (‘ӧӘӨӘӱӤӜӪӠө’) is also crucial for the teaching procedure. The alteration of the way of thinking and the one of habits would lead
to education via encouragement (‘ӧӘӨӘӱӤӜӪӠө’). Otherwise, even nowadays, this
is the wide basis on which learning can occur (oXaaK\, 2005). The same
thing happens in DÓĞòòñĵòòò:
ZÐÇÅËª}Ëĝ+»ğ1¶ÐÇ}Ðã»Óğ}ÇËÐ»¢µ¶ğ£»}¶Ð}Ó£¨ÐıӛӠӛӹӪӡӦӬĲĞ
T¨ªªÅÅªËĝn¨ãğÝ¨}ÐË¨}¯¯1¯}Ç¶ĥıфӘՁӫӱӪӦӠӣӘӟӻӪӦӣӘӠĩĲ
The imperative ‘Go’ (‘ԽӟӠ’) at the beginning of the sentence indicates the
encouragement (‘ӧӘӨӘӱӤӜӪӠөōł¨ÎÁ»\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒĮž¼Á×Î¯»ÌÎ×¯åŁŋ×Üght’=‘ӛӠӛӹӪӡӦӬ’) completes with clarity this encouragement. Phidippides then,
answers with a question: Ļn¨ãğÝ¨}ÐË¨}¯¯1¯}Ç¶ĥ (=‘фӘՁӫӱӪӦӠӣӘӟӻӪӦӣӘӠ;’). He is
not wondering about what he is going to be taught, but via the ethic (emotional) dative he uses, he shows that he is still in the terms of the initial encouragement and favor that his father asked. He asks him: “What am I going to
µÎ¼¨ÁÎìÁÜĵŌ\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒÎÒÌÁ¼ÒĭŊvÁÜæ¯µµµÎ¼f¼±ÜÒ×ÜÒįÒÁæ¼
pay our debts.” ıDÓĞòò÷ĲĞ This is the way that the issue of need for teaching
and learning is being developed at CloudsĮ\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒÒ³Ò¯ÒÒÁ¼×Á
\ÁÎ×ÒōÌÌÎ¼×¯¨ÁÎÁ¼ÒÌ¯õÎÒÁ¼ĭ×Á×Ü©×ÁÜ××f¼±ÜÒ×
Cause, in order to deceive his creditors.
The pair ‘teach – learn’ appears again in DÓĞòóøĵôñįæ¼\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò¯Ò×Á±Á¯¼\ÁÎ×Òōŋa¯¼³ÎìōÁ¼¯ÒÁæ¼ŁŋӘՓӫӷөōłįù×Î¯ÒÒÁ¼ōÒ¯¼¯×¯µÎfusal: ‘..ӛӠӛӹӥӦӣӘӠӣӘӟӻӪӦӣӘӠ’. The original reaction of the people at the “Thinkery”
is to consider him asĻÓ¶Ó}ÐĽ, rough, raw, without manners, because
\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò³¯³Ò×ÁÁÎµ¯³ÌÒ¼×ŁFÜĮĂĄĆłĮ\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒįÎµ¯ñ¯¼©××
¯ÒÁ»Ìµ×µì¯ÎÎµå¼×æ¯××¯ÒÜ×¯Á¼µÒìÒ×»įÌÁµÁ©¯ñÒõÎÒ×µì
(‘ӪӴӚӚӤӰӟӱӣӦӠ’, DÓĞòôùł¼×¼µÎÒ¯¼õ¼¯×æì¯Ò¼æ¯¼×¯ty: ‘for I here am come }Ë}ªËªÅ¯ĪËÐÓ¶Ð to this Thinkery’ (‘ԧӡӰӣӘӟӞӫԪөԚөӫՏ
ӭӨӦӤӫӠӪӫӻӨӠӦӤ’, DÓĞòõółĮ\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒÁ»Ò×Á×»×ÁÁ»Ò×Ü¼×Į0
is not yet one, nor was he. He shows his will to learn and, as a consequence,
ÁÎ¯¼©×Á×õÎÒ×µåµÁ¨×\ÁÎ×¯E×Áį×Á¨ÁÎ©×µµ×ÁÒæ¯
he thinks he knows. The student who is responsible for welcoming and guiding him into the “Thinkery”, introduces him at once into the core of the baÒ¯¯××ÎÜµÒ×¯ÒŊ\ÁÁµŌĭŋ2æ¯µµ×µµìÁÜĹÜ×ìÁÜ»ÜÒ×Î©Î×ÒÒ
µãËÐÇªË’ (‘ӤӦӣӱӪӘӠӛԠӫӘӴӫӘӮӨԪӣӬӪӫӻӨӠӘōįFÜĮĂąĄŀĮaÒÒÎ×Òń»ìÒ×Î¯ÒÎ¨Î
×Á\ÁÁµÒÁ¨ÎÁ×ÎÁÁÒįÒÜÒ×Á¼Á¨×¨ÁµµÁæÎÒ¼¯Ò¯ÌµÒÁ¨
Vì×©ÁÎÒÁ¨\»ÁÒįæÎ×ÎÜµÒÎ¯¼©Á¼Ò¯ÎÒÁ©»Į\¯µ¼
¯Ò¯»ÌÁÒ»Á¼©Ò×Ò×Ü¼×ÒĮ0ÁæåÎ×ÁÜ©\ÁÎ×Ò¯¼Á×å¯ÒÁæ¼
\ÁÁµ¼ÁÎ¯¯»ÌÁÒ¼ìÒ¯µ¼Į2×¯ÒÁå¯ÁÜÒ××žÎ¯Ò×ÁÌ¼ÒÁÎÎÁæÒ
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×¼»¼×¨»Á¨\ÁÎ×ÒįÜ×Î×Ò¨¼×ÒìæÁÎµÁ¨¼Á¼Ņ\ÁÎ×¯\ÁÁµĭ×¯¼³Îìæ¯ÌÎÁÜÒ\ÁÌ¯Ò×ÒĮ
a¼įÒÁ»ÌÎÁëÒ¼ë©©Î×¯Á¼ÁÜ×\ÁÎ×ÒōÒ¯å»¼×Ò
and methods (like ‘how high a bug can jump in relation to the human foot?’,
‘how the mosquitoes sing?’ etc.), all given between the comedy terms. Nevertheless,
µµ×ÒÎ¼ÁÜ©×ÁÁ¼å¯¼\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒįæÁ¯Òë¯×¼¯»Ì×¯¼×
and asks the student to start the “Thinkery” immediately, in order to take part
and learn (Ļ*»Ç1ËªÇÐ»}ªËªÅ¯Ľ(ܷݯӣӘӟӞӫӠխӚԉӨ’, DÓĞòùô). When he introÜÒ¯»Òµ¨×Á\ÁÎ×ÒįÁ¼Ò×µìÎåµÒ×ÎÒÁ¼æ¯ÎÁÜ©×¯»
there: ĻÐ¨}Ðã»Óµ}ãÐ}¨µÐ¨»ËÐ¨ª¶£ËĽ (ݯԾӤӘӣӜӛӠӛӹӥԭө), ĻnªË¨ª¶£Ð»¯}Ç¶Ð»ËÅak’ (ܷݯәӦӬӢӷӣӜӤӦөӣӘӟӜՃӤӢӺӚӜӠӤ’),ĻÓÐÐ}¨µÐ¨»Ð¨Ç»¶»¢ã»ÓÇÐÝ»}ÓËËĽ(ݯӛӱӛӘӥӦӤ
ӫՏӤԟӫӜӨӦӤӫӦՃӤӪӦՃӤӢӷӚӦӠӤ, DÓĞóôøĵõö). He wants to be taught the Unjust Cause
ì\ÁÎ×Òį¯¼ÁÎÎ×ÁÁ¼å¯¼¯ÒÎ¯×ÁÎÒĮ0ÒÜ©©Ò×Ò××ÒÁÜµ
Ìì¯»¨ÁÎ¯ÒÒÎå¯ÒÒ¯¨Ł\×ÎÌÒ¯Òł¯Ò×µ³¯¼©×ÁÒÁÌ¯Ò×ŁĻÅ}ãË¨»»¯¢ËĽ). He even swears to Gods (‘ՊӣӦ՝ӣӘӠӟӜӦӴө’).
\ÁÎ×ÒÒ×Î×Ò××¯¼©ÌÎÁÜÎæ¯×¯ÒµÒÒ¯Ł\ÁÎ×¯ł×¼¯ÍÜÒĮ0Ò³Ò\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒĻ»ã»ÓÝªË¨Ð»¶»Ý¯}Ç¯ã¯ËÐª}¯µ}ÐÐÇËğÝ¨}ÐÐ¨ã
Çª£¨Ð¯ã}ÇĥĽ(DÓĞóöñĵò). The clear knowledge of things and how these things
ÎÎµÁ¼Ò×¯×Ü××»¯¼ÁÎÁ¨×\ÁÎ×¯»×ÁĮaìÒ»×Áå
¼×³¼¨ÎÁ»¯Ò×ÁÎ¯µ\ÁÎ×ÒĮ\Á»µ¯¼ÒµÁæįù×Î×ÁÎÜÒ¼trance, accompanied by loud claps of thunder, he asks for help Clouds, who
give to us “opinion” (‘ӚӤӸӣӞӤ’), “speech” (‘ӛӠӹӢӜӥӠӤ’) and “mind” (‘ӤӦ՝Ӥ’), etc.
ŁFÜĮĄĂĈłĮ2×¯ÒÁå¯ÁÜÒ××\ÁÎ×Ò¯¼×¯ÒžÎ¯Ò×ÁÌ¼ÒōÌµì¼Ò×Áµµ
¯»ÓËį¯¼×Ò»æì××¯Ò×ÁÎ¯µ\ÁÎ×Ò¯¼åÁ³Ò×1}Ë. These are
the ones that teach, learn, broaden the mind, propel the speech, etc.
aÎ¯¼ù×ÎÒÁÌ¯Ò×ń\ÁÎ×ÒëÌµ¯¼Ò×Á\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò×ÜÒ¯¼©Á¨×Ü¼derbolts in the atmosphere (DÓĞôùôĵúõł¯¼¯µÎ¯ÁÜÒæìĮžù×Î××įÎgues further about the similarity of phenomena in the (Greek) language
(әӨӦӤӫԪłĮa¯Ò»×Á¯Ò¨»¯µ¯Î×Á×\ÁÎ×¯æìĮ\Á»××»Ì×Ò×ÁÁÎ¯©¯¼
and document the ‘truth’ that lies beneath the words, from believable to farfetched approaches, can be found on Plato’s Cratylus (for example ‘Apollo’
origins from ԁӜӱәӹӢӢӰӤ [Pl. Crat. 405b], “soul=ӯӬӮӻ” from ӭӬӪӺӮӞ>ӭӴӪӠӤՉӮӜՃӡӘՁ
ԞӮӜӠ [Pl. Crat. 400b] etc.3. Aristophanes does not do anything more or less. He
ÜÒÒŋ\ÁÎ×¯ō×¼¯ÍÜÒ¯¼ÁÎÎ×Áõ¼×ŋ×ÎÜ×ōæ¯ÎÁ¼å¼¯¼×¨ÁÎ
Á××¨»ÁÜÒŋÎµ¯¯µ¯×ì³ō¯¼×¯¼Ò¯Á¨×Ì¯µÁÒÁÌ¯µńÒ¯¼×¯õ×¯¼³¯¼©Á¨×ÌÎå¯ÁÜÒìÎÒį¼××Î¯ù×Á¨×ÌÁ×¯×ë×įæ¯¯Ò
being taught on stage. At that point, by applying this explanation technique,
3ĀǣƹīƤܵ܅ܝڐܧڏڐ܄ڊڑڑډܜNĀƤĀ܋ܝڏډ܄ڎڑڑډܜ
×Î¯Ò×ÁÎ»Áå\×ÎÌÒ¯Òō¨Î¼ÌÎ±Ü¯Ł×Ò»¯Ò××»Ì× Collection/Anthology of all the
much later by Epicure at ‘Letter to Herodotus’, in which he talks to a child in examples at Ferrante܋ܝڐܧڋڐڌ܄ڍڎڑډܜ
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order to show him that he should not be afraid of thunderbolts, (ª»£Ğ<}ÇÐĞ
T¨ª¯»ËĞmªÐ}Ğ»»sğôöĵôø).
\ÁÎ×ÒëÌµ¯¼Ò××××Ü¼ÎÎ¯åÒ¨ÎÁ»åÁÎ×ëŁŋоՃӤӦө’). The commentaries4 in Clouds (DÓĞôøõ) consider that Aristophanes has ‘Anaxagoras’
(the presocratic philosophers) in his mind, with ‘ӛӱӤӞӪӠӤӘӠӟӜӨӱӘӤ’. He correlates
‘оՃӤӦө’ with ‘yÓËĪª}Ë’, because ‘ӘӠӟӺӨӠӦөō¯Ò¼±×¯å××Î¨ÎÒ×Á{ÜÒŁ¯¼
the way that ‘hippios=ԾӧӧӠӦө’ refers to Poseidon), while he cites the image of
the homonymous vessel. This representation and correlation ‘оӱӤӦӬܪоӠӷө5’ lies
¯¼×Ò¯ÒÁ¨\×ÎÌÒ¯Òō¯¼×ÎÌÎ××¯Á¼ÁÜ××Ì¼Á»¼Á¼Á¨×Ü¼ÎĮ
K¼×Á¼¼įÌ×Ò×ÁÒ×¼Ò¯µëÌµ¼×¯Á¼Á¨\ÁÎ×ÒŁ××
Clouds / clouds while moving full of water, collide between each other, collapse and then thunder), but on the other hand the previous belief that this phe¼Á»¼Á¼ÁÜÎÒÜ×Á{ÜÒōæ¯µµį¯ÒÁåÎ×ÎÁæ¼Į\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò¯ÒÒÁ³cause of this new ‘knowledge’: The vortex? What happened to me, the vortex
ÎÜµÒ×æÁÎµ¯¼Ò×Á¨{ÜÒŁDÓĞôùñĵò)6ĮaåÎ××Ò×Ü¼×ń\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò
uses on the next line is clear: ‘μ’ ԚӛӱӛӘӥӘө’ (‘you taught me’).
In another part of the play (DÓĞòóùö÷¨łį\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò×Î¯Ò×ÁÁ¼¨ÜÒÁ¼
of his creditors, Amynias, who comes in order to protest about Phidippides’
××Á¯»į×Îì¯¼©×ÁÁµµ××¯¼×ÎÒ×Á¨¯Ò»Á¼ì×µÒ×Į\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò
uses the term ‘ӫӷӡӦө’ (=interest) with its double meaning: it means the interest
of a loan and a child as well. This double meaning can be also found in
Thesmophoriazusae (_¨ËµĞùõôĵõłĮ\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò»³ÒÜÒÎÁ¨×¼¯ÍÜ
¯¼××Î»ÒÁ¨ÒÁÌ¯Ò×¯×Î¯³ĮV¯¯ÌÌ¯ÒÜÒÒÒ¯»¯µÎ×Î¯³įù×Î××¼¯¼©\ÁÎ×Òōŋ\ÁÁµōįìëÌµ¯¼¯¼©×Á¯Ò¨×Î××ÒÁÜµ¼Á×¨Î¯
of the last day of the month (‘ԟӤӞӫӜӡӘՁӤӺӘ’), when he is going to be impeached
at the jury paying the essential deposit, because it is not about one day, but
two days (‘ԟӤӞōńŋӤӺӘ’) (DÓĞòòøùǟ¢).
\ÁÎ×ÒÁ»ÒÜÌÒ×æ¯××¨×××Ü¼Ü×\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò¼¼Á×
understand the importance of the ‘real’ language nor the immediate connection between experience and the ‘ӺӫӬӣӦӤ’ (=original meaning) of the words.
\ÁÎ×Òį¯¼Clouds of Aristophanes, believes that the language is inherent to
mankind and he expresses this belief in many parts of the play. In DÓĞø÷÷ĵù,
\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò¼Ò×ÎæÁµµ¯¼Ò¯¼ÁÎÎ×ÁÒÎ¯©µÒÒĭĻ0}Üã»ÓÜÇ
Ë¶Ð¨ªËËÐ»¶ª¶Ð¨¨µªËÐĨËË¨»ÅËğÐ¨}ÓÐª¢Ó¯}¶ÐÇ}¶ËÅ}Ç¶Ð»¶ğ¢Ç»µÝ¨ª¨
Ð¨ãª¶¯ǝÇĥp¯µ×Îń\ÁÎ×ÒÎÒÌÁ¼Ò×Á¯»æ¯×Ò¯»Ìµõnition: Ļ»ã»Óµ}¶Ð¨ÓÇ¶ª¶£ĵ£¯}ËËĥĽ
In DÓĞ÷÷ñį×Ì¯µÁÒÁÌÎĺÒÁÌ¯Ò×Ò³Ò\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò×Á¯×ÒÁ»ÍÜÎÜÌ»µ¼¯»µÒĮ\×Ü¼×ĺ\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒÎ¨ÎÒ×Á×ÎÁÁÒ×ÎŁŋԁӢӜӡӫӨӬӸӤ’), amon©Ò×Á×ÎÒįæ¯¯ÒÜÒ×Áõ¼Á××¨»µ¼×»µ¼\ÁÎ×Ò
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corrects him, teaching him to call ‘ԁӢӺӡӫӦӨӘ’ the male one and ‘ԁӢӜӡӫӨӴӘӠӤӘ’ the
¨»µÁ¼ĭŋ\ÁÎ×Òĭ»ã»ÓËÝ¨}Ðã»Ó}Ç»ª¶£ĥt»Ó}Ç}¯¯ª¶£»Ð¨Ð¨¢µ}¯}¶Ð¨µ}¯}¯ÐÇã»¶ª¶Ð¨Ë}µÝ}ãĽ (see: PEPPLER, 1918: 179; CHANTRAINEMEILLET, 1932:295; CHANTRAINE, 1933:107-9; FRAENKELįĂĊĆĆĭąăŅĆłĮ\×Ü¼×
ń\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò»³Ò×Ò»»¯Ò×³¯¼FÜĮććĈÒ¨ÁÎ×ŊӡӹӨӛӦӧӦӤ” (=trough) and ‘ӡӘӨӛӷӧӞӤ’ (Nub.678), as well as in Nub.672 with the (homosexual)
ŋµÁ¼ì»ÁÒōæÁŃÁÎ¯¼©×ÁžÎ¯Ò×ÁÌ¼Òō\ÁÎ×ÒŃÒÁÜµå¼
called ‘Kleonyme’ (in Nub. 680). In addition, it happens again withĻŮµã¶ª}ËĪ
Ůµã¶ª}Ľ (in DÓĞ÷ù÷) who did not serve his army duties etc. It looks like that
žÎ¯Ò×ÁÌ¼Òō¯¼ÒÌ¯Î×¯Á¼Î¯ÒÌ¯µÁÒÁÌÎVÎÁ×©ÁÎÒ¼¯ÒõÎÒ×××»Ì×
to edit a grammar manual (Protag. 80 A 27 [= Aristot. Rhet. i407b6-8; Aristot.
Poet. 1458a8-17), see: XK\F\aXžf0, 1961:50-2), in which he criticizes Homer
about the use of genres (grammatically; see: WACKERNAGEL, 1928:4-5 and
WILLI, 2006). It is worth mentioning that — by some kind of irony — one of
¯Ò×ÁÎ¯µ\ÁÎ×ÒōµÒ×æÁÎÒ¨ÁÎÎ¯¼³¯¼©×»µÁ³æÒŋԁӢӜӡӫӨӬӷӤӘ’(=alekÐÇã»¶, the female rooster) (Pl. Phaed. 118a).

3) Socrates’ ‘Thinkery’

2¼×©¯¼¼¯¼©Á¨×Ìµìį\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò»³ÒÌÜ¼æ¯××µµ¯×Î×¯Á¼
of the words ԅӤӛӨӜө (men) and ԅӤӟӨӘӡӜө (coal), in order to convince him to join
\ÁÎ×Òō\ÁÁµŁDÓĞúøǟ¢). In order to collate the learning procedure at that
school with something of the common experience, he compares it to a vaulted
oven that closes with a cap (‘ӧӤӠӚӜ՛өōłĭ0µ¯»Ò××\ÁÎ×Òōa¯¼³ÎìŁŋÌÎÁ¼tisterion’, DÓĞúõ) is ‘ӯӬӮխӤӪӦӭխӤ’ (a place of wise souls) where men who study
the sky and change other people’s minds inhabit (‘ԁӤӘӧӜӱӟӦӬӪӠӤ’). This place is
like a vaulted oven with a cap (that includes the wise men), while the others
are just coal(s) (‘ԅӤӟӨӘӡӜө’). They teach you to win in words for both the Just and
the Unjust Cause (‘ӢӺӚӦӤӫӘӤӠӡԋӤӡӘՁӛӱӡӘӠӘӡԅӛӠӡӘ’), under the circumstance that
you pay them (‘ԁӨӚӴӨӠӦӤԦӤӫӠөӛӠӛչ’) (DÓĞúõĵúłįÒÌ¯××¨×××\ÁÎ×ÒÁ¼sidered the teaching for money equal to the corporal prostitution.
\ÁÌ¯Ò×Ņ\ÁÎ×Ò¯¼Clouds and his students reside in Thinkery, in a place of study/survey/care/thinking (see GOLDBERG, 1976)7. In the dictionary
of Platonic philosophical terms8, ‘ӭӨӦӤӫӱө’ (care) is the cogitation, the thinking
(cogitatio) and the care. The solicitousness (sollicitudo) in the way that is expressed in Modern Greek (‘cura’ and ‘curia’ in Latin): ‘ԚӡӜӱӤӦӠөԽӪӰөӦՓӛԠӜՀөӧӜӨՁ
ӫӦӴӫӦӬӢӷӚӦөӦՓӛԠӭӨӦӤӫӱө’ (Pl. Phaed. 101łĮ\Á»Á¼Ò×Á×³ÎÁ¨×»×ters of soul (‘ӫԬөӯӬӮԬөՎӧӰөդөәӜӢӫӱӪӫӞԞӪӫӘӠӦՓԚӧӠӣӜӢӜՃӦՓӛԠӭӨӦӤӫӱӝӜӠө’, T¯ĞŮÅ»¯Ğ
óú), while ‘ӭӨӦӤӫӠӪӫӻө’ (indagator) is generally the researcher: ‘ӫӹӫӜӣӜӫӺӰӨӘ
ӭӨӦӤӫӠӪӫԪөӡӘՁӫԉՔӧՏӚԬөԆӧӘӤӫӘԁӤӜӝӞӫӞӡӸө’ (Pl. Apol. 18B). ‘яӨӷӤӫӠӪӣӘ’ is the object
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of thinking, what someone thinks a thought. The term ‘phrontisterion’ is
being used by Philostratus the Athenean9 (Apoll Tyan. Vita. VA 350), in order
to mention a commune way of living, where students learn, study, etc.
FåÎ×µÒÒ¯Ò×ÁÎ¯µ\ÁÎ×ÒōÒ¯×¯ÒæµµŅ³¼Áæ¼įÜÒ×Á×¯¼×ž©ÁÎį
in Gymnasia, in houses that was invited, in symposiums etc. and never in a
private school.
\ÁÎ×Ò¯¼Clouds is being called as ‘ӭӨӦӤӫӠӪӫӻө’ (someone who thinks deÌµì¼µÁ×łįÁ¼××Î»ÒÁ¨×Á»ìŃÌÁ×¯×ë×¼õ¼¯×µì¯ÎÁnically. It is worth mentioning that the noun ӭӨӦӤӫӱө10 appears seven times in
Clouds (DÓĞòôøğóóúğóôôğóô÷ğøõñğø÷óğúöò) to point out the thinking / survey
(Burnet, 1924:76) and only four times more in all the other Aristophanes’ saved plays (WILLI, 2006); furthemore in these four times it is used by the
Chorus to mention the care, concern and not the thinking — study. Aristophanes
in CloudsµµÒ\ÁÎ×Ò¼¯ÒÒ×Ü¼×ÒÒŋӣӜӨӠӣӤӦӭӨӦӤӫӠӪӫӘՁ’ (=minute philosophers, noble, in DÓĞòñò), because ‘ӣӺӨӠӣӤӘ’ is conceptually similar to ‘ӭӨӦӤӫӱӛӘ’
ŁśÎłĮf¼Ü×\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒåÒŋԁӧӜӨӠӣӜӨӱӣӤӰө’ (=carelessly) by brutally kicking the door of the Thinkery. For that reason, the student who opens
the door to him inveighs him by calling him ‘ԁӣӘӟӻө’ (uneducated) (in
DÓĞòôöĵòô÷).
When (in DÓĞóòøł\ÁÎ×ÒÌÌÎÒ¯¼Ò¯×a¯¼³Îìį\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒÒÒ
him hanging (‘ӦՓӧՁӫԬөӡӨӜӣӹӟӨӘө’): ‘I am walking in the air, and speculating
about the sun’ (=ԁӜӨӦәӘӫխ11ӡӘՁӧӜӨӠӭӨӦӤխӫՏӤԧӢӠӦӤ’, Nub.225-6), in contrast to
some of his students who saw before ‘investigating the darkness of the underworld’ (‘ԚӨӜәӦӛӠӭӸӪӠӤՔӧՏӫՏӤэӹӨӫӘӨӦӤōłĮ\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒÜ¼ÎÒ×¼ÒŋӬӧӜӨܪӭӨӦӤӸ’
¯¼Ò×įæ¯µÒ¯»×Á×¯¼³××ÒÁÌ¯Ò×Ń\ÁÎ×ÒÒÌ¯ÒÒÁ¨+ÁÒį
æ¯µ×µ××ÎÒ×Ü¯ÒįÒÜÎåìÒįµÒæ¯×ÒÁµÎ¯ÒÒÜÒĮ\ÁÎ×ÒÎÒÌÁ¼Ò×Á
him as a teacher : Ļ*»Ç1Ë¨»Ó¯¶»Ð¨}ÜÇª£¨Ð¯ãªË»ÜÇÐ¨ª¶£Ë¯ËÐª}¯ª¢1¨}
¶»ÐËÓËÅ¶Ð¨ª¶Ð¯¯Ðğ}¶µªâÐ¨Ð¨»Ó£¨Ðª¶}ËÓÐ¯¢»ÇµÝªÐ¨ªÐËª¶Ç
}ªÇĞĽ (DÓĞóóøĵôñ). The proper examination goes along with the meaning and
×Îį¼»ÁÎ×µ\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò¯ÒÒ³¯µµŅµÒÒ¼Ü¼Ü×ÒæÒæÌÎviously when he knocked powerfully and kicked the door. On the same way,
\ÁÎ×Òæ¯µµ¯¼å¯©V¯¯ÌÌ¯ÒÒæµµŁŋӤӞӧӴӫӠӦө’, Nub. 868), which is a synonym for ‘ӤӻӧӠӦө’ (=infant, but also fool and uneducated) and is used only
once by Aristophanes at Clouds. Infants are people before the given knowle©Á¨ŁÜÒ¯¼©łõÎ×TÇ»µÐ¨ÓË»Ó¶of Aeschylus. Infants are also Ulysses’
Á»ÎÒæÁ××Áë¼Á¨+ÁŃ\Ü¼×0Á»ÎōÒ1¯ª} etc.
\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò¯Ò¯¼×ÎÁÜ×Á×\ÁÎ×¯a¯¼³ÎìŁDÓĞóöõĵóøõ), in parody of introduction ceremonies, the ‘ӯӬӮխӤӪӦӭխӤ’ (=of wise spirits. DÓĞúõ),
which combines elements from the teaching of Pythagoras (WILLI, 2006),
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Empedocles’ poetry and other verbal shapes that were familiar but unsaid in 12rīĀǁƹŐƬG܅ܝڐڋڑډܜ܋La Scene de
the society of Athens [see Ežfa2\ (1938:92-7); Dover12 (1968:130-33), Adkins l'initiation dans les 'Nubes' d’
Aristophane¦܅N¦܋ڐډډ
(1970:13-24)]. He sits at ‘sacred couch’ (ԺӜӨӷӤӪӡӱӣӧӦӛӘ) and wears ‘chaplet’
(ӪӫӺӭӘӤӦӤ’, DÓĞóöõĵ÷), which is what happens exactly to all the new students
Á¨×¯ÒÎ¯Ò×ÁÌ¼¯ŋ\ÁÁµō×Į

4) Teaching techniques

In Clouds¯×¯ÒÎÜ¯µ××\ÁÎ×Ò×Ò¼\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò¼¼Á×µÎ¼į
Á¼×ÎÎì×ÁV¯¯ÌÌ¯ÒæÁ¯Ò³¼ÎÁ¼µÎ¼¯¼©Į*ÎÁ»×åÎìõÎÒ×»Á»¼×Á¨\ÁÎ×ÒōÌÌÎ¼ŁDÓĞóóô), he starts incessantly to teach, to ask,
×ÁÍÜÒ×¯Á¼į×ÁÁÜ×į×ÁåµÁÌ××¯¼³¯¼©Á¨\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒĮa×Î»ÒŋӛӠӛӹӪӡӰ’
(teach) and ‘ӣӘӤӟӹӤӰ’ (learn) can be found widely throughout the play but as
certain terms can be found more than ¢»ÇÐãÐªµËįæ¯µ\ÁÎ×Ò¯ÒÁ¼Ò×©
until the appearance of Just and Unjust Cause (DÓĞùùú). The teacher applies
åÎ¯×ìÁ¨»×ÁÒįµ×ÁÜ©×¯ÒÒ×Ü¼×¯ÒÒÎ¯ì\ÁÎ×ÒÒŋÜ¼ducated’, ‘barbarian’ (DÓĞõúó), ‘ӹӧӦӨӦөōŁśÒÁ»Á¼æÁ¼¼Á×õ¼×Ì×łį
‘forgetful’ (DÓĞ÷óúłįÎæ¼¯÷õÜµ××ÁµÎ¼ŁDÓĞ÷õ÷), rough (DÓĞ÷öö) etc.
Both the basic mental procedures (observation, comparison, generalization, hypothesis, induction, conclusion etc.) and the superior ones (resolving
¯µ¯×ìįÎ¯×¯µńÎ×¯å×¯¼³¯¼©×Įł××\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò¯ÒÌµÁ¨ÎÒÜÒtandard and completely elementary. The lack of general and wide education
of the student is more than obvious. However, when he leads his son, Phidippides,
to the Thinkery (‘learn instead of me’=ՔӧԠӨԚӣӦ՝ӣӹӤӟӘӤӜ’, DÓĞùôú), he says to
him that ‘you will know yourself, how ignorant and stupid you are’ (=ӚӤӸӪӜӠӛԠ
ӪӘӬӫՏӤդөԁӣӘӟԪө’, DÓĞùõółĮp¼×µ³Ò×Á\ÁÎ×Òį»¯×Ò××¯ÒÒÁ¼
is inherently fond of learning (‘ӟӬӣӷӪӦӭӦө’), while he recalls his son’s inventiå¼ÒÒ×ìÁÜ¼©Î©įÜ×Á¯Ò¯»©¯¼ÎìńÎ×¯å¯µ¯×ì¼¯¼µ¯¼×¯Á¼
to knowledge (DÓĞùøøĵùõ). The educational techniques, though, that sophist
Ń\ÁÎ×ÒÌÌµ¯ÒÎå¯Ò¯µÁ¼µì¯¼¯ÒÎµ×¯Á¼Ò¯Ìæ¯×Ò×Ü¼×Ń\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò
and can be summarized as follows:
7 In order to check the level of his student, he tells him that he will examine
¯»¯¼×»ÁÜÒ××Ł\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒłµÎìÒįÒÁ××\ÁÎ×Ò¼
able to know what kind of ‘ӡӘӠӤԉөӣӞӮӘӤԉөōæ¯µµÁ÷¨Î×Á¯»Łŋ»µ¶»ÝğÐ¯¯µ
ã»ÓÇ»Ý¶ÐÓÇ¶»¢µª¶ĩª¶»ÇÇÐ¨}ÐğÝ¨¶1¶»Ý»¢Ý¨}ÐË»ÇÐªÐªËğ1µ}ã¶»Ýğ}¢ÐÇÐ¨ªËğ}ÅÅ¯ãÐ»ã»Ó¶Ý¶£ª¶ËĞ’, DÓĞõøùĵú).
7 He examines him to testify whether he is mnemonicÁÎ¼Á×Į\×ÎÌÒ¯Òį
though, responds to him that his memory is selective, and as a result, when
they owe him money he can remember it, while when he owes money he
forgets it.
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7 The teacher asks him if ¨ªËª¶¨Ç¶Ð¯ã¯}Ç¶ª¶£ (DÓĞõùö), but very soon he
gets disappointed.
7 As an antidote to his student’s ignorance, he threatens to punish him (‘ӣԪ
ӧӢӞӚխӤӛӺӜӠ’, DÓĞõúôłįÜ×æ¼\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò¼ÒæÎÒÁÎÎ×µìįÎæÎÒ
him (DÓĞøøô).
7 \ÁÎ×ÒÒÜ©©Ò×Ò××\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒÒÁÜµõ¼»ÁµÁ¨Ò×Ü¼×įÒÁ××
he can be ª¯ª£¶Ð}¶ËÐÓª»ÓËtoo (DÓĞöñòĵó).
7 p¼\ÁÎ×ÒÎµ¯ñÒ××¯ÒÒ×Ü¼×¯Ò¼Á×ÌµÁ¨Ü¼ÎÒ×¼¯¼©
ÒÁ»µÎ¼¯¼©»×ÁÒŁ¯ĮĮÌÎÁÒÁìĺåÎÒ¯õ×¯Á¼łįÒ³Ò¯»¯Î×µì×Á
æ¯Á©¼¯×¯åĺÜ×¯Á¼µ¯Ò¯Ìµ¯¼\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒæÁÜµµ¯³×Áëmined (DÓĞ÷ö÷ĵ÷öù) (learning objective change).
7 aÁÎÜÒ¼ÁÜÎ©Ò\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò to concentrate fully on the problem and
when he comes to a dead-end (‘ԅӧӦӨӦӤӧӺӪԭө’) to change to another ‘meaning’
(DÓĞøñöłįæ¯µ\ÁÎ×Òå¯ÒÒ××ÒÁÜµÎÒ×¨ÁÎµ¯××µ¼ë»¯ne it again, in case of a dead-end thought (DÓĞøõôĵøõö).
7 To distribute the parts of the problem (‘ӪӮӹӪӘөӡӘӫԉӣӠӡӨՏӤ’), by dividing
(‘ՉӨӟխөӡӘՁӪӡӦӧխӤ’, DÓĞøõñĵó).
7 Not to think innerly on his own, but to express his thoughts loudly
(DÓĞø÷ôĵø÷õ).
It is obvious from a careful listing of the lines and verses in Clouds, that
Aristophanes uses the terms ‘learning’ and ‘teaching’ nearly throughout the
whole play. However, there are some general educational principles applied
ìžÎ¯Ò×ÁÌ¼Òō\ÁÎ×ÒįÒÁ»Á¨æ¯Îĭ
i. ª}¯ÐªĞ Of course it is a bad imitation of the paradigms we have from the
Ìµ×Á¼¯¯µÁ©ÜÒį×ÎŃ\ÁÎ×Òį×ÁÜ©į¯¼Ò×ÎÜ×ÒÒ×Ü¼×Ń\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò
via questions and answers, advising that he should think carefully before
responding.
ii. 2¼¯÷¨Î¼¨ÁÎÁ»¨ÁÎ×Ò¼ÒÁÌ¯Ò×¯×¯Á¼Į\ÁÎ×Ò¯ÒÒÁµÒÒ¼µ»ÁÒ×
µÁæñìįæ¯µ×Ü©Ò×\×ÎÌÒ¯Òōµ¼³×¯¼×¼Ò¯¨ì×Á»ì¯ÒÒÜĮ
iii. KÒ××Î¯»×Á¼ÌÎ×¯Į\Á»ÌÎ¯»ÎìÁÒ××Î¯×¼¯ÍÜÒÎ
being used and some related forms can be found, i.e. the distraction of thought of a student (DÓĞòôø ‘ӭӨӦӤӫӱӛࠒԚӥӻӣәӢӰӡӘөԚӥӞӬӨӞӣӺӤӞӤ’), who was interrup×æ¯µ×¯¼³¯¼©Ü×Á×¼Á¯Òį××\×ÎÌÒ¯Ò»ì³¯³¯¼©×
ÁÁÎĮ\ÁÎ×Òįµ¯³»¯æ¯¨įµÌÒ¯¼×¯Î×Á¨¼æ2Òį¼¯¨×¯Ò
procedure discontinues, then the encapsulated thoughts become aborted.
iv. XÒÁµå¯¼©ÌÎÁÜÎĮ\ÁÎ×Òå¯ÒÒ¯ÒÒ×Ü¼×××ÒÁÜµÒ×ÁÌ¼
start again, following another path, if a searching method or a thought leads to a dead-end.
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v. Rhetoric tricks. Especially by examining the original meaning of each word
and the complexity of language.
vi. žÎ©Ü¯¼©ÁÜ×××Î¯×¯Á¼µ¯×¯ÒĮ\ÁÎ×ÒÎ¨ÜÒÒ×ÁÌ×××{ÜÒ
runs the world and believes that this happens because of other impersonalized powers of nature, which sometimes are taken from the previous po×¯ńÒ¯¼×¯õ¯å»¼×ÒŁ¯ĮĮ»ÌÁµÒłĮ
vii. žµ»ÁÒ×µµ×ÒÁµµÒ¯¼×¯õµ¯¨ÒÁ¨¯Ò×¯»ŁÒ×ÎÁ¼Á»ìį»×ÁÎÁlogy, language, geography, etc.) are being argued and examined again.
Besides the comedy element / issue / thing, it is useful to keep on insisting
on the searching procedure which reveals the truth.
viii. Criticism on both the despotic and the non-despotic education of his
time. The former leads the elderly to violence against the younger and the
latter vice versa.

5) Conclusion

The Agon between Just and Unjust Cause that occurs in a central scene of the
play (DÓĞúöñǟ¢Ğ), represents the struggle between two worlds and two educational methods: On the one side lays the old, traditional, the classic past
one along with the severeness and the latter morality of the Just Cause. On
the other side, there is the innovative / new perspective of the Unjust Cause
which features the learning of the sophistic art, the downgrading of severeness, the focusing on physical exercise and the enjoyment of pleasures. The
poet, despite being conservative (in his beliefs), he will refer to that issue sometime during the play, criticizing both of them. He is interested, though, in
Education (DÓĞú÷ò), even in this corrupted form, as it is this intentional prac×¯Á¨ÒÁÌ¯Ò×¯×Î¯³Ò×Ü©×ì×ÌÎ¯¼¯ÌµŃ\ÁÎ×Ò¯¼a¯¼³ÎìŌŃ
\ÁÁµĮ\Á×Ò¼æ¼\ÁÎ×Òµ¯åÎÒ×ÒÁ¼ŁV¯¯ÌÌ¯Òł×Á¯Ò¨×ÎŁ\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒłÁÜµåÌÌ¼¯¼¼ìÌµÎÁÜ¼×æÁÎµį¼ì×¯»į
since the establishment of the teacher’s role:
STREPSIADES
ĻĞĞŮ¶Ð¯¯µ}»ÓÐµãË»¶ğª¢¨¨}Ë¯}Ç¶Ð¨}Ð}ÓËğÝ¨ª¨ã»Ó«ÓËÐ
¶»ÝÇ»Ó£¨Ð¢»ÇÝ}ÇĞĞĞĽ[1148]
SOCRATES
Ļ0¨}Ë¯}Ç¶ªÐĞ [1150]
STREPSIADES
ĻI¨ª¯ġIË»¶ġ»µ¢»ÇÐ¨¢Ç»µÐ¨¨»ÓËġ0}Çã»ÓÇ¢}Ð¨ÇġĽ[1165]
Iµã}Çğµã}Çġ
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SOCRATES
_}ã»ÓÇË»¶}¶Å}ÇÐĞĞ
STREPSIADES
I¨ğ»¨ğµã¨ª¯ġ0Óèè}ġ0Óèè}ġ0»Ý1}µ¯ª£¨Ð}ÐÐ¨ǝÇËÐËª£¨Ð
»¢ã»ÓÇ»µÅ¯âª»¶ġ [1170]
2Ò×Î¼ìž×¼¯¼æÁæÁÜµ¼Á×µ¯³×Áå×ÎńÒÁÌ¯Ò×µ¯³\ÁÎ×Òį
who can teach him the art of rhetoric, how to speak properly, how to convince
other people with real arguments (or even quibbles), how to come through cre¯×ÁÎÒįÌÎÁÒÜ×ÁÎÒį×ĵ\×ÎÌÒ¯Òù×Î¯ÒÎ¯¨××¼¼×\ÁÎ×Òō
Ŋa¯¼³ÎìŌ\ÁÁµįÁÒ¼Á×»¼©×ÁµÎ¼¼ì×¯¼©įÌÎ×¨ÎÁ»ÒÁ»ÒÁphistic tricks. Nevertheless, when he wants to persuade his son to join these
µÒÒÁ¼Ò××¯Ò\ÁÁµį©¯åÒ¯»ÒÁ»Ì¯Á¨å¯ĭŋՊӨԙөӦՙӤդөԁӚӘӟՏӤӫՏ
ӣӘӤӟӹӤӜӠӤ;’ (ZËÐÐ¨»ÓğÐ¨¶ğ¨»Ý£»»}Ð¨ª¶£ªË¯}Ç¶ª¶£ĥDÓĞùó÷). Phidippides,
\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒōÒÁ¼įå¼×ÁÜ©ŁłÒ»Ò×Áå©ÎÜ×ÒÌµÁ¨ÒÁphist, the only thing that he manages to do by using this knowledge, is to show
extreme disobedience and mistreatment against his father even to the point of
ëÎ¯Ò¯¼©å¯Áµ¼Į*×ÎŃ\×ÎÌÒ¯ÒÎ×Ò¯¼õ¼¯×æìĭ0ÜÎ¼Ò×
Ŋa¯¼³ÎìŌń\ÁÁµÁ¨\ÁÎ×ÒįÜÒń×Á¯Òå¯æŃæ×¯Ò¯¼©×Ü©×
there does not consort with the morality of the average Athenian citizen.
As for the general purposes of knowledge, the teaching at the sophists’ “Thinkery”
\ÁÁµ¢}ª¯»µÅ¯Ð¯ã. The regularity of the drama that has been distorted,
ÜÒŁ¯¼0Î»ÒæÁÎÒłÒÁÌ¯Ò×Ń\ÁÎ×Ò¼¯ÒÒ×Ü¼×ÒŁŋӫӦ՛өӟӜӦ՛ө
ԢӛӱӡӦӬӤ’, Nub.1509) were unfair to Gods, is now restorted innerly. This is a su÷õ¯¼×ÎÒÁ¼¨ÁÎžÎ¯Ò×ÁÌ¼Ò×ÁÁµ¯ÒÒÁÁµÁ¨µÒÌ»ÁÜÒÒÁÌ¯Ò×ÒĮ
VÎÌÒ×¯Ò¯æÒÒÁæµµńÒÌÎ»Á¼©Ò××¼¯¼×ž×¼¯¼Ò××ŁÁŅł
µ×Á×Ò¼×¼Á¨¯Ò×ÁÎ¯µ\ÁÎ×ÒĮaÌÁ×æÁ»Á³åÎì×¯¼©
in the 423 B.C. in Athens, the poet of Frogs, who at the most crucial moments
decides to bring back to life Aeschylus and the values he represents instead
Á¨»ÁÎ¼¯Ò×ÜÎ¯Ì¯ÒįÁÁÒÒ×ÁÜÎ¼×ÒÁÌ¯Ò×a¯¼³Îìń\ÁÁµ¯¼
Clouds. He visualizes of a city which needs the traditional, moral values instead of the sophistic art at its basis. This educational choice of Aristophanes
Ò»Ò×ÁÎÌÎÒ¼×ÒÌ¯õ¯µ¯Ò×¯¼ÌÁµ¯×¯µÁ¯Òįæ¯æÎæµµń
spread in Athens of the 5th century B.C.
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